Molecular crystallization controlled by pH regulates mesoscopic membrane morphology.
Coassembled molecular structures are known to exhibit a large variety of geometries and morphologies. A grand challenge of self-assembly design is to find techniques to control the crystal symmetries and overall morphologies of multicomponent systems. By mixing +3 and -1 ionic amphiphiles, we assemble crystalline ionic bilayers in a large variety of geometries that resemble polyhedral cellular crystalline shells and archaea wall envelopes. We combine TEM with SAXS and WAXS to characterize the coassembled structures from the mesoscopic to nanometer scale. The degree of ionization of the amphiphiles and their intermolecular electrostatic interactions are controlled by varying pH. At low and high pH values, we observe closed, faceted vesicles with two-dimensional hexagonal molecular arrangements, and at intermediate pH, we observe ribbons with rectangular-C packing. Furthermore, as pH increases, we observe interdigitation of the bilayer leaflets. Accurate atomistic molecular dynamics simulations explain the pH-dependent bilayer thickness changes and also reveal bilayers of hexagonally packed tails at low pH, where only a small fraction of anionic headgroups is charged. Coarse-grained simulations show that the mesoscale geometries at low pH are faceted vesicles where liquid-like edges separate flat crystalline domains. Our simulations indicate that the curved-to-polyhedral shape transition can be controlled by tuning the tail density in regions where sharp bends can form the polyhedral edges. In particular, the pH acts to control the overall morphology of the ionic bilayers by changing the local crystalline order of the amphiphile tails.